
We also provide specialized parts for imported cars and purchase cheap 
yet great quality parts and hard to find parts from all over the world. We 
are also known as the "Kings of Foreign Car Parts" for our sale of 
high-demand second-hand car parts.

●Parts business

CURRENT MOTOR
Corporation

We also remodel old cars using cutting-edge technology to make 
environmentally-friendly 100% electrical vehicles.

●Converted EV business

eCurrent ecurrent.biz

Am Zollhafen 13, 41460 Neuss, Germany
TEL: 0211/1395-2037

●Overseas business

Current Europe GmbH
（Germany local subsidiary）

We are fully equipped with the latest facilities as a Bosch Car Service 
and have confidence in our technical prowess to fix, service, inspect, 
and plate, etc., every kind of car model from old to new.

●maintenance ,repair
　 and paint business

CURRENT TECH CENTER
（BoschCarService） current-tech.co.jp

Current Parts Supply
current-parts.com
gaisha-parts.com

®

Specializing in imported cars, we use our expertise that we have 
cultivated over many years to properly assess and buy old and rare car 
models that may seem as if major purchaser wouldn't fetch a good price 
for a high price.

●Purchase business

Gaisha-oh gaisha-oh.com

Focusing on matching imported cars with customers, we manage a new 
kind of media to send out unique content and also provide web consulting 
within the automobile industry.

●WEB business

Current Life current-life.com

To boost interest in cars and position ourselves closer to neoclassic 
cars, we have expanded to be the first company in Japan to offer rental 
of the air-cooled Porsche 911.
We also manage a neoclassic car leasing business.

●Rent-a-car business

Garage Current
Rent-a-car garagecurrent.com/rentacar

We sell car models that make the mouths of even the most avid car fans 
water, such as the Porsche-Benz, to all of Japan, and indeed the whole 
world, that have undergone thorough quality control.

●Sales business

Exceptional Inported Car Specialty Shop
GARAGE CURRENT 
garagecurrent.com

CURRENT MOTOR
Corporation ®

Outline

Corporate name : CURRENT MOTOR Corporation
Foundationed Dec 2000（Established May 2000）
Capital（Group） 18,500,000 JPyen
Number of employees 32
CEO : Daisuke Egashira

［Headquarter］
4-1-19 Utsukushigaoka Aoba-ku Yokoahama-shi Kanagawa, 225-0002 Japan
［TEL］ +81（45）905-1008　［FAX］+81（45）905-1009

garagecurrent.co.jp

CURRENT MOTOR Corporation
Yokohama Osaka Ngano

CURRENT Europe GmbH

CURRENT MOTOR Corporation

COMPANY PROFILE
CURRENT MOTOR Corporation

In pursuit of authenticity

Unaffected, true to ourselves

Provide high-quality, 

professional service

A strong company and hearty 

employees

Company policy

A great company should not be flashy or showy. We 

think a company should be a place that offers fulfillment 

to the people who work there. What's more, it should be 

a place where people can grow and mature and give 

back to society. Our corporate culture is based on being 

serious and sincere, and we take this to heart. While 

that which we present to customers must look and feel 

the part and be attractive, we know it's important to be 

honest, frugal, and sincere about what drives the 

business behind the scenes. In this way, we keep costs 

down and can bring profits back to customers and our 

employees, and we can create a company that guarantees 

job security and peace of mind.

What does the ideal company look like?

Greeting from the president
Our company was founded in the year 2000. At the 

time, we had little in the way of capital or personnel, 

but what we did have was passion. Working out of a 

tiny room, we were lucky to meet excellent customers 

and teammates, and we steadily grew the business 

into what it is today. Our principal business is the 

import of automobiles, and we are growing into a 

range of other fields. We intend to draw on our 

strengths and continue meeting clients' needs in a 

way that matches the demands of this era. In addition 

to growing to be Japan's number 

one automobile importer, we 

want to expand into a range of 

markets. 

We will stay humble, take on 

challenges, and aim to do work 

that gives back to the world.

"Provide fulfilling physical and spiritual lives to our 

employees and drive growth of society through 

automobile culture." Our company's raison d'etre is 

underscored by this mission. As the company grows, 

our team does, too, and we prosper together. Our 

ultimate goal is to contribute to the growth of society.

Corporate philosophy

CEO
Daisuke Egashira

garagecurrent.co.jp garagecurrent.co.jp

Bringing moving experiences and quality service 
to our customers. Making life and work
a better place for every employee.

vigorous and plucky

Outline History
●Corporate name
　CURRENT MOTOR Corporation
●Headquarter
　4-1-19 Utsukushigaoka Aoba-ku Yokoahama-shi Kanagawa, 
　225-0002 Japan
●TEL：+81（45）905-1008
●FAX：+81（45）905-1009
●E-mail　info@garagecurrent.co.jp

●Showroom
　4-52-16 Utsukushigaoka Aoba-ku Yokohama-shi Kanagawa, 
　225-0002 Japan
　TEL：+81（45）902-0008　FAX：+81（45）902-0009
●Osaka branch
　5-15-4 Ao matsubara-shi Osaka, 580-0043 Japan
　TEL：+81（72）284-9067　FAX：+81（72）284-9068
●Factory
　2-17-10 Mizusawa Miyamae-ku Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa, 
　216-0012 Japan
　TEL：+81（44）978-5678　FAX：+81（44）978-5679
●Purchase business
　4-1-19 Utsukushigaoka Aoba-ku Yokohama-shi Kanagawa, 
　225-0002 Japan
　TEL：+81（45）905-1008　FAX：+81（45）905-1009
●Parts busines
　3-5-25 Sumisaka Suzaka-shi Nagano, 382-0099 Japan
　TEL：+81（26）214-9905　FAX：+81（26）214-9906
●Losistics Center
　3-5-25 Sumisaka Suzaka-shi Nagano, 382-0099 Japan
　TEL：+81（26）214-9905　FAX：+81（26）214-9906
●Corporate Group
　Current Tech Center CO.,LTD. 
　Current Europe GmbH

●CEO　Daisuke Egashira
●Director　Tomohiko Takeshita
●Director　Issei Watanabe
●Capital（Group）  18,500,000 JPyen
●Sales Amounts（Group）  1.7billion JPyen（2015）
●Number of employees 32

●License
　Secondhand dealer（Public safety  commision of Kanagawa, Osaka, Nagano）

　Automobile dealer
　Automobile recycle

●Member
　Japan automobile fair trade commission
　Japan used car dealer association
　Odometer administration system
　Bosch car service

Current Europe GmbH Losistics center
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Established the business GARAGE CURRENT

Open the display area

Change of organization to limited company

Open the showroom at Utsukushigaoka

Change of organization to stock corporation

Award of Shop of the year in RAKUTEN MALL

Award of Shop of the year in RAKUTEN MALL 

Establish Current Tech Center CO.,LTD. 

Open the factory Current Tech Center

Start of purchase business Gaisha-oh

Start of Converted EV business

Establish Current Europe GmbH

Start of Current Life web magagine

Start of Parts business

Start of rent-a-car business

Transfer of headquarter

Change of name to CURRENT MOTOR Corporation

Establish of Losistics Center

Establish of Osaka branch

garagecurrent.co.jp garagecurrent.co.jp


